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We have raced against the clock 
to be sure to get this edition to 
you on schedule and well in time 
for Christmas and hopefully we 
have achieved it with the help 
of Colin Munday of  The Web 
Workshop, and Matrix Print & 
Design.  

It has been an exceptionally warm Autumn 
with the trees holding their leaves much 
longer than usual and giving a glorious 
display of colours, making Christmas, New 
Year and snow seem a long way away.  The 

Charity has continued to be very busy with 
calls for help, many of which have been 
wildlife rescues due to the unusually mild 
Autumn when some have been reluctant to 
hibernate, hedgehogs in particular.

Diana and Mick, with the help of Barry, 
are on the road every day; Mick still racing 
up the motorway to West Hatch with 
creatures needing specialist treatment and/
or sanctuary until the spring when they are 
stronger and the weather more friendly.  
Diana has been slightly brought up to date 
and now has an Ipad which she has learnt 
fantastically well and finds that it saves her 
time and makes life easier.  We never thought 
we would see the day that Mrs Lewis became 
computer orientated!

In November Mick had to go into hospital for 
an eye operation and we wish him a speedy 
recovery, hopefully it will be a short stay 
(especially if Mick has his way), but even for a 
short time we and the animals will miss him.

 Barnstaple Pets at Home have again 
nominated us as their charity for the Support 
Adoption for Pets’ Fundraising Drive running 
in the Barnstaple shop from 1st December 

until Christmas Eve.  This is the second 
fundraising drive held this year and we are 
enormously grateful for their continued 
support. 

The Christmas season seems to be well upon 
us now and we are already making plans for  
a Volunteers’ Gathering with refreshments  
at the Welfare Clinic, when everyone from 
the Shops, SCU and Welfare Clinic can get 
together and compare notes, exchange ideas 
and have a general gossip.

The Charity will operate as usual over the 
Christmas and New Year period and all calls 
for assistance or help will be handled as and 
when they come in.  The Special Care Unit will 
be manned every day over the festive period 
and the animals will receive their Christmas 
treat on Christmas Day.

It now only remains for me to wish you all, the 
people of North Devon, our supporters, our 
volunteers and friends a Happy and Peaceful 
Christmas and New Year and our sincerest 
thanks for all your support and generosity.
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Front cover:
Prince - the working dog - see p7

Here are the latest 100 Club results. 
Congratulations to all our lucky winners!

Sept 2015 No. 16 - Mr Anthony Chart
Oct 2015 No. 55 - Mrs D Eder
Nov 2015 No. 58 - Mrs J Davies
Dec 2015 No. 43 - Mrs L. Watson

100 Club Winners

Consider Carefully and Caringly
                                   Animals are not Commodities

Jane D-S   Treasurer

Christmas will soon be upon us 
and we all feel apprehensive 
as to whether we will have the 
usual influx of unwanted pets, 
either caused by people going 
away for the holiday and not 
wanting to be bothered with 
the pet, or else just wanting to 
make room in the household 
for a younger more exciting 
youngster.  

Then in the New Year we have the problem of 
people who have, without really considering 
the responsibilities, found that they cannot 
cope with the new addition to the family and 
want it taken off their hands and re-homed.  

We do beg people to carefully consider the 
responsibilities and requirements of a new 
young pet and not to make an impulsive 
decision just because the pet looks cute and 
sweet.

In a similar vein, over the summer months 
we have received an increase in the number 
of cats and dogs coming to us for re-homing 
because they have proved to be unsuitable 
and not able to integrate with the family, 
unfortunately in a few cases proving to be 
aggressive or unreliable.  It is interesting to 
note that when we inquire where the pet was 
obtained the reply is often from the Internet.  
As it is impossible to accurately assess a pet 
or the suitability of a prospective owner and 
new home in this manner inevitably it can 
lead to disaster.  Very well meaning people 
can impulsively make a wrong decision 
on the Internet by falling for an appealing 
picture and not really knowing the history 
of the pet.  It is for these reasons the Charity 

does not intend to make use of the social 
media in respect of animal welfare.  We do 
recommend that if you are contemplating 
giving a home to a rescue pet, do please 
consider contacting one of the many Rescue 
Centres in the country and obtain  a full social 
and medical history as well as the reason why 
it is up for adoption.
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A Pair of Sparkling Eyes
It was 18 months ago that the 
dear old stray black cat started 
visiting Sue’s home. 

Desperate for food, but too terrified to come 
near, he would watch from a safe distance 
and when all was quiet and clear dart 
forward, choke down the food and  disappear.  
‘Archie’ as Sue named him, continued in this 
anxious apprehensive state over the course of 
the following year and a half.

It was September when Sue noticed Archie’s 
sight was failing as he bumped into objects 
and tears were continually staining his face.  I 
visited with the cat trap and poor old Archie 
was soon at the Vets.  The diagnosis was not 
good, Archie was in need of urgent surgery;  
a double Entropium, meaning both eyes had 
eyelids turning inwards ulcerating the eyes.

Soon Archie would be blind and blind stray 
cats do not survive very long.

Into Market Vets I took poor terrified Archie, 
where Craig performed the operation 
involving cutting away the offending 
lower eyelids, followed by days of drops 
and medication applied 4/5 times a day by 
veterinary staff.

Some weeks later Archie was ready to go 
home.  Sue had a spare room (looking similar 
to what I imagine the Hilton Hotel for Cats 
would look like) ready and waiting.  Sue’s 
initial fears, that Archie would return to his 
nomadic ways, were very soon dispelled.  
Archie said this will do nicely thank you.  As 
you can see from his now sparkling eyes, the 
operation was a complete success.

Wildlife: Otter Hedgehog

Found by a member of the public this 
beautiful, but desperately thin, otter was 
taken to Witten Lodge Vets in Northam; an 
X-ray showed a spinal injury.  He was given 
pain relief, fluids and transferred in a critical 
state to the NDAA ambulance for transport to 
RSPCA West Hatch Wildlife Hospital.  

When Diana pulled in to check his condition 
in Barnstaple, he had died.  Sad as this is, 
it is good to know he died having had the 
best possible care and that a kind and caring 
member of the public bothered to pick him 
up and take him to caring hands.

Hedgehogs have been having a dreadful 
Autumn.  Dozens of underweight youngsters 
have come to us and been transferred to West 
Hatch.  But the death rate has been high for 
many reasons – late unseasonable litters, lung 
worm and, as in this tragic case, dog attacks. Mugs

We are very fortunate as a 
charity to have so much support 
from so many wonderful people.

Frank Pennington is certainly one of those.  
Frank will put a photo of your beloved pet, 
along with the NDAA logo, on to these mugs 
creating a lasting memento of your pet.

The cost to buy a personalized mug is £4.00 
and for a general animal mug with NDAA  is 
£3.50, but Frank does this all for free for the 
charity.
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Happy Endings

Seal Pup Rescue
The Sunday morning dawned 
bright and unusually warm for 
late October and there was the 
prospect of an extra hour’s rest 
as this was clocks going back 
Sunday!!  

However, this illusion was soon dispelled as 
the phone rang out at 7.00 (no 6.00) am.  A 
Seal pup was in trouble on Croyde beach, 
surfers were guarding it against dogs and 
people until I arrive.  

Upon arrival I find it is a beach full of people, 
children, and dogs, all there for a big surfing 
competition.  Unloading the big Vari-Kennel 
etc., I find I am quickly offered help from the 
surfing community and gladly accept.

The seal pup is across the bay against rocks 
with nasty puncture wounds above tail fin 
and crusty eyes from an eye infection, but not 
in the least grateful to see us.  None the less 
despite aggressive lunges at our legs, he is 
soon safely contained in the Vari-Kennel and 
at 18 kilos I am very grateful for the offers of 

help to carry him back across the bay by the 
young strong surfers, who explained that 
they had to chase off a Staffi who attacked 
him.

Two Hours later we arrive at RSPCA West 
Hatch where he is taken into their Intensive 
Care Unit and where he will be treated and 
remain until the spring when he will come 
home to North Devon for release back to the 
wild.

Memo: Dogs and seal pups do NOT mix; it 
usually ends with both being badly injured.  
The seal pups may look adorable; they are 
not, however, for playing with or petting.  
They are wild creatures and have very 
effective teeth.

The untold joy that a very small amount of 
expenditure (i.e. £5 in most cases) can bring 
is never more evident than in the dozens and 
dozens of cases we come up against each 
month  of so called ‘strays’ (both dogs and 
cats) being reunited with owners.

Just one of the many cases – the call from the 
Mullacott area of Ilfracombe was for help for a 
little stray cat that the couple and neighbours 
had been feeding for several months  on a 
casual basis as he roamed seeking shelter 
and food.  Now the couple were going away 
for some weeks and feared for his safety, but 
were unable to catch him.  A trap was soon in 
place and he was quickly contained.

When we removed him from the cat trap it 
was evident that, despite being frightened 
and thin, he was no feral cat.  A quick scan 
and a microchip number appeared.  A phone 

call was answered by a stunned gentleman 
who was almost beside himself with 
excitement, saying please let me ring my wife 
and daughter.  He explained that Puss had 
been missing for seven months and his little 
girl still went out on her bike looking for him 
and his wife was heartbroken.

 Later that day I took Puss to his home in 
Braunton.  How did he get from Braunton to 
Ilfracombe?  Perhaps he climbed in a car or 
delivery van, we will never know.

All I know is the utter happiness that 
microchip brought to that family and the cat.  
The little girl was on the doorstep jumping 
up and down waiting and Mum was in tears.  
The cat roamed the house rubbing against 
everything and his family.  Somehow I think 
that cat will have an extra special Christmas 
dinner. 

Microchip – A lifelong gift 
for Christmas!
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Baneful Beagle Sweetened

Wildlife: Herring Gull

At her wits end the lady made 
the dreadful phone call; could 
we please take ‘Honey’ for  
re-homing?  

Honey was a beautiful loving little Beagle, 
but shut up in a small upper storey flat with 
three young children and few opportunities 
for walks, she was becoming a liability to her 
owner and herself and in danger of getting 
her family evicted. 

Honey took well to the many walks and 
interests our volunteers at the Special Care 
Unit provided; but she urgently needed a 
country home.  A chance meeting between 
Diana and Catherine, who had re-homed Max 
from NDAA nine years previously, gave Diana 
the opportunity to tell Catherine Honey’s 
story.  (No opportunity is ever lost to press 
our cause.)  Max was brought to meet Honey, 
and then trial visits to Catherine’s beautiful 
country home were arranged.

The change in Honey was a miracle, no 
more chewing every thing in sight, no more 
growling and no more constant barking; just 
hours and hours of wonderful countryside 
walks, proper training and a loving friend in 
Max to teach her some manners.

Once again an example of our old mantra, 
“The right dog for the right home” which 
means a long and happy future for dog and 
owner. The call at Appledore Primary 

School came late in the 
afternoon.  A young herring gull 
had a horrific type of fish hook 
piercing both its beak and foot.  
The problem was it could still 
fly!!  

Upon my arrival it was on the roof of the 
School watched by very distressed children 
and staff as it desperately tried to dislodge 
the awful contraption.  Repeated efforts 
to reach the bird only made it fly to other 
rooftops and after one and a half hours I 
was beginning to despair.  One more try was 
agreed, but again he struggled away and 
disappeared from sight over the back of the 
adjacent houses in Richmond Road.

Then a shout went up and Mr Harding 
appeared holding the poor exhausted 
bird.  As Mr Harding gently held the bird, 
I endeavoured to remove the horrific 

contraption, but the hooks are made of 
steel and my wire cutters would not touch 
them.  Emily, the after school club teacher, 
rang her electrician husband Steve Watts, 
who dropped everything and arrived with 
his special cutters.  Soon the hooks were cut 
and I was able to remove them from the beak 
and foot.  Then it was back to veterinary care 
and a few days convalescence and rest..  The 
following week I was able to take him back 
for release.

Anyone who says that youngsters don’t 
care, should have been there that day.  Their 
genuine joy that THEIR gull was OK and 
going to be free again, gave hope to me 
for the future.  As they cheered and waved 
him back to the sky and ocean, I gave all the 
credit to a very very wonderful School and its 
compassionate caring education.



Diana’s
Report

It is my wish in our Christmas 
newsletter to bring you happy 
endings and in the main I think  
we have achieved  that in this 
issue.  However, I would like you 
to remember that throughout 
the year this is far from the 
whole story.  

With the downturn in many people’s fortunes 
and the ever increasing costs of veterinary 
care, plus diluted legislation on animal 
welfare, animals  are having a hard time be 
they pets, wildlife or come under farming 
practice; nothing gets easier for the animals 
or those dealing with them and its not about 
to improve.

During the past year we have seen cases 
of heartbreaking sadness, unbelievable 
ignorance and stupidity, and heartwarming 
uplifting courage and success on the part of 
both animals and owners; far too many to 
ever relay in our newsletters.  Behind those 
stories of each and every animal lies a team 
of dedicated volunteers, who quietly, without 
reward or recognition, get on with making 
this happen. 

The veterinary staff who accept in, at all hours 
of day and night, our little patients, are always 
ready with a cup of coffee for me, often wet 
and cold, as well as emergency treatment for 
the animal.  The fantastic team in our ‘Special 
Care Unit’ unfailingly provide the daily care 
of our post operative and sick or traumatized 
animals.  These are people specially chosen 
for their reliability and caring compassionate 
qualities, who turn up day after day on a 
rota to bring our animals through their most 
difficult time; followed by the team who then 
take on the task of finding the right home 
for many of these animals.  Anyone can give 
an animal away, but for those tasked with 
finding the right home and owner for each 
creature, this is no easy task and involves 
often hours of convincing a potential owner 
that the chosen creature is not the right 
one for them; a job that needs the highest 
diplomatic skills, as well as kindness and 
patience.

Then there are the people who toil away in 
our charity shops and the fundraisers, raising 
the money which enables us to do our work.  
Often neglected by us in the rush of day to 
day animal welfare, they simply get on with 
the job because they care as much as we at 
the coal face do about “the animals”.

Also there are the multitude of people out 
there supporting our charity in a thousand 
different ways, our IT personnel, odd job men 
and builders, the companies who give so 
generously, the Fire Brigade, Police, Hospitals, 
RSPCA West Hatch and the Coastguards, all 
unfailingly work with us when an animal is 
in need of care; and, of course, our trustees 
behind the scenes keeping the show on the 
road.  All of this is carried out without any 
reward or recognition just because they care.

This Christmas and in the year to come they 
will be there with your help.  For without you, 
the reader and public, we can do nothing.  
You are the most important part of the 
team, for without you there is no phone call 
requesting help for an animal and no finance 
for us to help it.

My Christmas Wish to everyone and 
to EVERY ANIMAL EVERYWHERE is 

Peace and Kindness
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Diana & The Animals

Chippy

Chivers
(or Shiver’s) Story

Remember ‘Chippy’ the three week old 
kitten who, near to death, arrived with his 
dead siblings on the woodchip lorry.  He was 
nursed back to life by our own Ann Ashby 
and eventually re-homed to a wonderful 
home in Chulmleigh.  Well, he may have been 
born a feral kitten in a pile of woodchips, but 
he seems to have decided the good life is 
better.

Found at the side of a country lane and 
picked up by kind members of the public 
who called NDAA, little kitten ‘Chivers’ was 
rushed to Market Vets in a sad state suffering 
from hypothermia, a fractured pelvis and 
broken tibia.  

For days it was thought he would have to 
have his leg amputated, but with superb 
veterinary care and long term convalescence 
it looks as if he will pull through and his leg 
be saved; not bad at only 5/6 weeks old.

As a huge Christmas bonus his original 
rescuers, who telephoned throughout to 
keep up with his progress, have offered him a 
permanent quiet loving home.



Team Work

The voice at the end of the 
phone was distressed and 
shaky. “I have a young collie dog 
which has become increasingly 
aggressive over the last couple 
of months. 

Today he attacked my children and turned 
on me when I locked him out.” The lady was 
clearly worried and it took a few minutes 
to calm her and discover that the animal 
had been purchased from a farm for £20. I 
promised her that I would get Mick to assess 
the dog and if necessary have it signed over 
to NDAA.

The young woman, who had four children 
aged between 18 months and 8 years, lived 
in a small flat which was totally unsuitable 
for any dog and a recipe for disaster for a 
young collie. The lady was anxious for Mick 
to take her pet away but despite his years of 
experience in handling all sorts of dogs it was 
easier said than done. “Prince” was extremely 
worked up and getting him into the 
ambulance was risky. Mick drove him straight 
to the surgery where getting him out of the 
vehicle and into the building was hazardous, 
even with veterinary help.

It was agreed that he should stay there to 
be castrated and calmed down before any 
further decisions were made but to be honest 
his future looked bleak.

Some days later, after a rather difficult time 
for both Prince and the humans who had 
cared for him, he was moved to our Special 
Care Unit and placed under the care of Jeff 
who, like Mick, has huge experience with 
dogs. Jeff managed to walk and care for 
Prince for a week but it was obvious that his 
charge needed much more exercise and Jeff 

had to devote time to other animals in the 
unit.

Once again Prince and his many hang-ups 
had to be moved. This time he went to Chris 
who is so accomplished in helping us with 
problem dogs. He was assisted by Jeanie 
with her gentle, loving approach. After weeks 
of work, not all of which were notable for 
much progress, it became obvious to Prince’s 
carers that he would never settle happily in a 
normal home environment. 

He was phenomenally intelligent and the 
epitome of a WORKING DOG.

Chris pointed out that collies have highly 
developed genes and brains, especially when 
they come from a long breeding strain of 
working dogs. They need to use both brain 
and brawn and incarcerating them in a small 
house with nothing to do is little short of 
cruelty.

As a result of this conclusion it was decided 
that we should apply to the very special 
Hilary and Stephen who deal with all our 
really difficult collies and give Prince his last 
chance. I can’t go into all the work and set-
backs that took place in the following weeks. 
Suffice it to say that Hilary and Stephen 
had recognised Prince’s potential from the 
beginning and were prepared to persevere 
with him. Every time I heard from them I 
feared that they had reached the end of 
their respective tethers but they are made of 
sterner stuff. I had reports, photos and finally 
a video of an amazing dog rounding up 
sheep and mixing happily with other trainee 
collies. It was nothing short of a miracle. 

When any of us visited Prince and his canine 
friends we were greeted with enthusiasm 
and wagging tails but it was clear that work 

was the priority. When Prince spotted Jeanie 
watching him work from the comer of a field 
he obviously wanted to run to her and took 
his eyes off the sheep just long enough to 
indicate that she would have to wait until he 
finished his shift!

Stephen has told me that Prince is one of 
the best dogs he has trained and remarked 
that the farmer who sold him off without 
a thought to the dog’s future had lost a 
valuable asset. My response was “Good”. 
To sell off puppies with working genes 
into totally unsuitable homes is more than 
irresponsible. It is cruel and may lead to 
aggressive behaviour from frustrated dogs.

This story has a happy ending and my 
sincere thanks go to the whole team (Premier 
Division) who have brought it about. Mick, 
the devoted veterinary staff, Jeff, Chris, Jeanie, 
Hilary, Stephen and probably the unsung 
heroes - the canine friends Prince met on his 
long road to the life he was born to live.

PLEASE, PLEASE IF YOU CAN’T PROVIDE 
THE RIGHT ENVIRONMENT DON’T BUY A 
PRETTY, FLUFFY PUPPY FOR CHRISTMAS.
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they are able to accept in the way of donated 
clothes, materials  and shoes etc. Our thanks 
to Carolyn and her helpers, keep up the good 
work.

Bideford continues to do amazingly well, 
doubling the weekly takings achieved by the 
old Grenville Street shop.  The Lease  for the 
old shop expires at the end of November and 
Kay, Mandy and helpers have work extremely 
hard to completely clear out the premises 
ready to hand over the key.  I believe it 
entailed numerous trips by Kay and Mick 
to the tip to dispose of rubbish, unusable 
objects and anything not required in the new 

shop.  Mandy has worked so hard together 
with her volunteers, to achieve the new shop 
looking so interesting and very inviting to 
passers-by.  If the present takings continue 
the shop will be as financially successful as 
the old Bideford shop and the Barnstaple 
shop put together, this with a saving of one 
of the rents.  None of this could have been 
achieved without the enthusiasm and hard 
work of Mandy supported by Kay and with 
the help of so  many wonderful volunteers.  
Thank you all.

Online Shop - Gill is still building up the 
on-line shop and the sponsorship scheme, as 
well as keeping track of all the payments and 
donations that are paid through JustGiving.  
Although the figures dropped for a couple 
of weeks in September (end of holdays) they 
are now increasing steadily and will hopefully 
continue to do so with Christmas in sight  
Thank you so much Gill and also Kim, your 
back room helper.

Gift Aid - Hidden away in the back ground 
are two unsung workers who beaver away 
retrieving the 25% gift aid claimable on some 
donations.  It is no easy feat getting money 
paid back from the Inland Revenue and we 
are enormously grateful to Kevin and Louise 
for their help.

Woody’s Looks & Life Transformed

Shops Update
Braunton - shop has continued to produce 
very good takings which are a credit to 
Carolyn who has not been a hundred per cent 
health wise this summer and we wish her 
a steady back to normal!  With the support 
of her volunteers the shop has managed to 
overcome the loss of income brought about 
by the large drop in the sale of our rags..  
Evidently the re-cycling firms are finding the 
export market has dropped out for textiles.  
Fortunately we have not yet reached the 
point of having to pay to get rid of unwanted 
rags, as a firm has been found that will take 
them for a small return.  With this in mind the 
shops have to be far more selective in what 
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The death of his owner meant 
Woody was alone in the world 
and needed loving.  

For Vi, the death of her little dog after 15 
years, meant she was also lonely and in need 
of something to love.  We took Woody to 
meet Vi and it was truly love at first sight.  
The joy of both dog and new owner made 
everything we do worthwhile.

To add to the happiness –  “Fleabagz 
Grooming”, who grooms, clips and shampoos 
all of our rescue dogs free of charge, turned 
little Woody from ‘scruffy’ into ‘smarty’ ready 
for Father Christmas.
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Adventurous Ada
We have received donations in 
the past from money raised by 
sponsored bike rides, but never 
quite as special as by a lovely 
little 6 year old girl.  

Ada Barstow from High Bickington cycled her 
way to raise £167.00 for the animals – what 
an achievement and how proud her Mum 
must be.  

The picture is of a charming Ada and kitten 
on a visit to the Special Care Unit to see just 
how her money is spent.  Thank you Ada.

Special Services
As always in North Devon we 
have had unfailing evidence of 
our public services’ efficiency 
coupled with compassion.  

During October/November I had on two 
occasions to call the Fire Brigade to incidents I 
could not possibly have handled alone.  

Appledore Watch came to Kipling Court, 
Westward Ho! to a poor tawny owl hopelessly 
tangled in nylon netting five stories up on a 
roof.  It was late and the light was fading, in 
addition all ladders and equipment had to be 

carried to the site as the access was too tight 
for the fire engine.  With their usual efficiency 
they set up their equipment, scaled the dizzy 
height, gently cut the exhausted injured bird 
free and brought him down to me and we 
then rushed him straight to West Hatch.  This 
was followed days later, in Braunton, by a 
pigeon in the same situation in South Street; 
not so dramatic a height, but still totally 
inaccessible for me.  The Braunton crew 
came and without fuss resolved the problem, 
saving the poor creature from a slow painful 
death.  Incidents such as these are used by 
the Fire Service as training exercises (much 
preferable to waiting until you or I are stuck 
on a roof with flames licking our ankles).

The Hospital and NHS Trust have also 
shown admirable caring along with the 
Ambulance Service and Paramedics, calling 
on us on dozens of occasions when patients 
(particularly the elderly) are rushed to 
Hospital leaving an animal without anyone 
to care for it  Our Special Care Unit has seen a 
large number of  such traumatized animals in 
our care this year.

This also has applied to the North Devon 
Police,.  We now have a proper protocol in 
place with them, to take into temporary 
care any animals that are left alone when 
no one else is available to care for them.  In 
cases of sudden death, road traffic accidents 
when an animal is in a vehicle, or when the 
owner is arrested, SOME ONE has to care for 
the animals and there seems to be no other 
options available.  Thank heavens we have a 
Police Force here that cares enough to set up 
a protocol for animals. 

How very very lucky we are to live in 
North Devon.
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A Christmas Story

Jack’s Story
Following on from the previous 
eight episodes detailing 
Jack’s dreadful adventures 
we conclude (thankfully) with 
chapter nine.

The last major setback was both totally 
unexpected and devastating but, once again, 
has ended with Jack landing on all three 
paws.

I had a phone call from Jo, Jack’s owner, to 
say that her relationship with her partner had 
broken down and her new landlord would 
not allow her to have a dog. This was an awful 
blow for Jo, for us and for poor old Jack. He 

THE FINAL CHAPTER OF JACK’S STORY
was returned once again to our Special Care 
Unit where he settled in with no fuss. All the 
volunteers were sad to see him back and 
went out of their way to spoil him but it was 
no substitute for his own home.

Out of the blue I had a call from Leslie who 
re-housed a Jack Russell terrier from us three 
years ago. She explained that Russell who was 
now elderly, had developed cataracts and she 
felt he needed a friend and companion. Did 
we know of any dog which might be suitable? 
It didn’t take much thought to come up with 
the following .... How about an elderly, three 
legged Jack Russell to pal up with an elderly, 
almost blind Jack Russell?

Quite simply the story ended there, no other 
candidates were considered. The two dogs 
are now inseparable. Jack leads Russell when 
they are out and when they are in they either 
lie together in front of the fire or sit on the 
window ledge watching (mistily in Russell’s 
case) the world go by.

FOOTNOTE: I rang Leslie some time ago just 
to ask how Jack was getting on. Before I could 
draw breath to ask she said “YOU’RE NOT 
HAVING HIM BACK”.

Now that’s what I call a 
perfect ending!

This article is based on a call Diana received and does not include a happy ending.

Shortly before Christmas two parents decided 
that their three young children, who loved 
the animals they had watched on television 
and seen pictures of in books, were ready to 
have one of their own to care for. They told 
the trio that they were going to have a very 
special present and explained that she (they 
had already chosen an adorable kitten from 
the internet) would arrive before Christmas so 
she could take part in the celebrations. 

The children loved Molly, who came complete 
with a basket and a selection of toys carefully 
chosen by their parents. They dutifully 
followed instructions about feeding her and 
allowing her time to sleep even when they 
wanted to cuddle her.

All went well until Christmas morning when 
the excitement of the day proved too much 
for the children. During the excitement of 
opening their presents Molly slipped into 
the room and was fascinated by the piles of 
wrapping paper and ribbons on the floor. She 
was small and almost silent the humans were 
large and noisy. She played with the paper 
and ribbons unnoticed. She was trodden on 
and her back was broken. 

The family was distraught when Diana arrived 
and said that there was nothing to be done. 
Christmas was never going to be quite the 
same again.

The charity has a policy of not re-homing 
pets during the Christmas period. The only 
exceptions are for usually elderly adults 
who live alone and are desperate for 
companionship over the festive season.

If you want to give a pet for Christmas why 
not take a photograph of the animal and 
place it together with toys and accessories in 
the bed it will use. When the large bundle is 
wrapped it will make an exciting present and 
give the children time to get used to the idea 
of having a new member of the family. The 
anticipation of going to collect the pet after 
the excitement of Christmas is well worth the 
wait.
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Special Care Unit & Clinic Update

Special Thanks to the Alexander Social 
Club and Support Adoption for Pets 
for their continued loyal and generous 
support.

SCU - The year has been without doubt one 
of our busiest ever, almost every week has 
seen the Unit absolutely full.  Our patients 
often consisting of 25 cats/kittens, 4/5 dogs, 
rabbits and guinea pigs etc., all need to be 
cleaned, fed, dogs walked 4/5 times a day and 
vet checked and medicated.  No easy task and 
the volunteers’ absolute reliability must (and 
is) guaranteed.  We run on the same policy as 
any hospital “the patient comes first”.

Our manager, Kay Barrow, has had to 
resign on health grounds and we thank her 
profusely for her two dedicated years and 
wish her well with her coming operation and 
convalescence.  We welcome and consider 
the charity very fortunate to replace Kay 
with Victoria Franklin.  Victoria comes with 
an amazing CV as a Company Director and 
is proving already to be an efficient, but 
popular, manager of the SCU with a genuine 
passion for animal welfare.

We have also welcomed a large number 
of new volunteers since the work load has 
increased considerably with our never ending 
and increasing number of patients; Christmas 
and 2016 looks to be busier than ever.

Clinic - Heather Hammond and her clinic 
staff have with utter dedication and care 
worked throughout the year to provide 
veterinary care, and comfort to owners.  
Often this has been ‘end of life’ care and ‘put-
to-sleep’ cases for animals with untreatable 
illnesses and owners unable to pay the 

necessary huge vet bills their pet would need.  
Many others have found our Clinic a godsend 
for a pet needing ongoing treatment that 
they just couldn’t afford.  Whatever reason 
they come for they find a kindly caring 
welcome for both themselves and their 
beloved pets.  This service is invaluable for 
those in desperate need.

Sadly Heather is retiring in the New Year.  
Health reasons have dictated this and we will 

be advertising for a new VOLUNTARY VET.  In 
the meantime as always Alan Jaques from 
Market Vets will provide us with a free Vet 
from his practice for the Friday Clinic.  Thank 
you Alan.  Heather will be very sadly missed 
and we can only thank her from the bottom 
of our and the animals’ hearts for all of her 
kindness and care over the years.  Thankfully 
she has promised to continue her affinity and 
support of the Charity.

Special Donations



Important Contact Numbers:

Diana Lewis Mobile : 07817 995751

Donation Slip

Monthly Standing Order Form

Week by week and month by month our work continues.  Can you make a regular donation that is secure funding for us?  
Standing orders are a safe, cost effective and easy way to make a regular donation towards saving animals.  Regular 
monthly donations enable us to plan ahead and also respond rapidly to calls for assistance and help with rescuing 
animals.  If you already have a Standing Order with us - THANK YOU!  If you would like to set one up please contact us. 

If you are a standard tax payer please also complete the form below in full including your signature.   
We can then reclaim the tax on your donation as Gift Aid (25p for every £1 donated).

I/We enclose a donation in the sum of £ ..................................... for the North Devon Animal Ambulance  (please make cheques payable to NDAA)

Please complete the form and send it to us at the address below. We will forward it to your bank.

First Name:  ........................................................................................

Surname:  ...........................................................................................

Signed:  ..............................................................................................

Date:   .................................................................................................

Bank:  .................................................................................................

Please arrange for the sum of:  £ ..................................................

to be paid on the first day of each month from:

Please start payments on:  ............................................................

Please make payments to:   North Devon Animal Ambulance

  Bank: Santander UK plc     Account No: 06316158      Sort Code: 09-07-20

TO THE MANAGER

Address:  ............................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

Postcode:   ..........................................................................................

Branch:  ..............................................................................................

Account Holder(s):  ........................................................................

Account Number:  .........................................................................

Signed:  ........................................................................................

Full Name:  ...................................................................................

Please tick this box if you are a standard tax payer and would like the charity to treat all donations that you make on, 
or after the date above, as gift aid donations unless you notify us otherwise.  Please note that you should notify the 
charity if you do not pay an amount of tax at least equal to the tax deducted from your donations.

Please tick this box if you are a standard tax payer and would like the charity to treat all donations that you make on, 
or after the date above, as gift aid donations unless you notify us otherwise.  Please note that you should notify the 
charity if you do not pay an amount of tax at least equal to the tax deducted from your donations.

Cat Rehoming: 01271 323740 Mrs. Pauline Bussell, Chairperson
Dog Rehoming: 01271 858952 Mr. Chris Steer
Special Care Unit: 01643 831592 Mrs. Jane Dennis-Smither
Treasurer: 01643 831592 Mrs. Jane Dennis-Smither
Animal Collection:  01598 740603 Mrs. Diana Lewis, Ambulance Driver

Postal 
Address:

North Devon Animal Ambulance
c/o Market Veterinary Centre
River View Commercial Centre
Riverside Road, Pottington,
Barnstaple, Devon EX31 1QN

All correspondence to:
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